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Abstract

This article explores an enduring Soviet myth, the myth of Valaam. According to this widely believed story in 1946 or 1947 vagrant disabled veterans were forcibly cleared from the streets of Soviet cities and deported to Valaam, an isolated archipelago of fifty islands, approximately 250 kilometres north of Leningrad. These myths continue to be repeated by both historians and the general public, but little evidence has been provide to support them. This article provides original archival evidence about the myth’s two main components: the clearance of disabled veterans from the streets and their subsequent exile to Valaam. For the first time it demonstrates the existence of an invalid’s home on Valaam, but which challenges the “facts” of the myth. Attempts were made to clear the disabled vagrants from Leningrad’s streets, but these did not occur in 1946 or 1947, and were neither successful nor systematic. Although a residential institution for the elderly and disabled was established on Valaam, which had its own unedifying history, it was not a dumping ground for thousands of disabled veterans cleared from urban areas. The Valaam myth is a classic example of a “false myth”; a story with only a flimsy basis in reality, but which reveals wider truths about the circumstances in which the myth was generated, and the mentalities of the individuals and society which accepted it. Having established the reality behind the myth, this article uses the Valaam myth as a lens for examining the plight of Leningrad’s war disabled and the mentalities of those who believed and transmitted the myth. The article argues that these stories thrived because they were plausible, and it offers a number of explanations why Soviet citizens, and Leningraders in particular, believed this myth. Imperial and Soviet Russia had a long history of forced clearance of “socially marginal elements” and precedents of exiling them to isolated islands. Most importantly,
Leningraders believed in the existence of a mythical dumping ground for disabled veterans because it accorded with their knowledge of the state’s coercive practices and their experiences of the treatment of disabled veterans.

This article attempts to use one of the most enduring Soviet urban myths, the Valaam myth, to re-examine the fate of Leningrad’s most vulnerable and severely disabled Great Patriotic War veterans. According to this widespread story sometime in the late 1940s or early 1950s Stalin ordered that Soviet cities were cleared of the many impoverished disabled ex-servicemen begging on street corners, at railways stations, markets and other public spaces. These unfortunates were exiled to special institutions in remote parts of the country. The most infamous of these was Valaam, an archipelago of fifty islands approximately 250 kilometres north from Leningrad and twenty kilometres from the northern shore of Lake Ladoga, Europe’s largest lake.

These myths and rumours have captured the imaginations of both professional historians and members of the public. Several studies of the Great Patriotic War and the post-war period relate them as fact, often with little or no supporting evidence. Leningrad’s historians often place the city at the centre of this myth. They suggest that a colony for disabled veterans, populated with war invalids cleared from Leningrad, was established on Valaam. This local version of the myth, centred on Leningrad and its multiple amputees, has been recounted to me numerous times by friends, acquaintances, archivists and librarians. Oral history respondents, interviewed as part of my doctoral research into the demobilization of Red Army veterans in post-war Leningrad, frequently retold the story without prompting. On a number of occasions, usually as I switched off my tape recorder, veterans suggested that I should really be researching what happened to the war invalids exiled to Valaam. Out of modesty, politeness and genuine conviction they maintained that their own difficult experiences of post-war readjustment, were nothing compared to those disabled veterans excluded from society.
In recent years historians have made great progress in documenting the extraordinary hardships faced by disabled veterans after 1945. Elena Zubkova, Elena Seniavskaia, Beate Fieseler and Mark Edele have done much to deepen our understanding of the challenges faced by war invalids in reintegrating into post-war society. They have explored the processes by which many disabled ex-servicemen and women were excluded from workplaces, pushed aside by welfare bureaucracies, failed by medical institutions and marginalised by wider society. Mark Edele and Beate Fieseler, in particular, have drawn attention to the Valaam story, and laid important foundations upon which this re-examination of these rumours builds.

The origins of the Valaam myth are impossible to establish with certainty. The memoirs of foreign observers hint that rumours of the establishment of isolated institutions for the mutilated or the clearance of the disabled from the streets may have been in circulation in the late 1940s and early 1950s. There is, however, a strong possibility that these sources, like oral testimony, were influenced by the development of a shared collective memory in subsequent decades. The Gulag Archipelago contains a short passage suggesting that the ranks of disabled veterans, who had gathered around markets, tearooms and suburban trains were ‘swiftly and discreetly thinned’ after the war. Solzhenitsyn relates the rumour of a campaign to exile mutilated veterans to an unknown northern island, and deny them contact with the outside world. By the mid-to-late 1960s, when The Gulag Archipelago was written, these rumours were clearly in circulation, although the connection with Valaam was not fixed in the popular consciousness. The Gulag Archipelago’s publication in the West in the 1970s, and within the Soviet Union in samizdat, helped further disseminate these rumours.

Most academic retellings of the Valaam myth, however, can be traced back to Yuri Nagibin’s novella Patience (Terpenie), published in Novyi Mir in 1982, or Vera Dunham’s summary of its plot in a chapter examining images of the disabled in Soviet literature. In the absence of alternative information Patience has often been used as source of evidence about Valaam. The story is set on Bogoyar, a fictional equivalent of Valaam, which in Dunham’s words, “served as a terminal shelter
for those who were maimed by war and who either had not wanted to return to their homes, or who were refused acceptance there.” Although Nagibin apparently visited Valaam, Patience was probably informed by rumours and myths already in circulation. Similarly, Patience may have breathed life into a pre-existing oral tradition, reshaping and distorting the myth in the process. One alleged eyewitness account of what happened on Valaam, for example, draws upon Nagibin’s novella and owes a clear debt to its storytelling. Other evidence is fragmentary. In April 1984 the Paris-based émigré newspaper Russkaia Mysl’ published an article by dissident poet Iurii Kublanovskii in which he recounted encountering amputees, including one amputee who had been on the island since 1952, on a visit to Valaam in 1981. In May 1988 Literaturnaia gazeta published a portrait of Alexander Podonesov an inmate of the Valaam colony paralysed whilst fighting in Karelia, drawn by the anti-war artist Gennadi Dobrov. The memoirs of one German visitor to Valaam, published in 1989, recounted his shock at encountering ‘hordes’ of disabled veterans who begged tourists visiting Valaam for food, money and vodka. This evidence hardly provides solid foundations for some historians’ confident assertions about either the clearance of disabled beggars from Soviet cities or their exile to Valaam. However, by the late 1980s perhaps inspired by the growing openness of glasnost’, the Valaam myth appears to have taken a grip on popular memory.

In this article I present newly discovered archival evidence, examined here for the first time, proving the existence of an invalids’ home (dom invalidov) on Valaam, but which disputes the central “facts” of the myth. I argue that the myth is comprised of two elements: the story of street clearances and subsequent exile to Valaam. I demonstrate that attempts were made to clear Leningrad’s streets of disabled veterans. But these did not occur in 1946 or 1947, as many versions of the myth suggest, and were neither systematic nor successful. Far from containing thousands of disabled veterans cleared from the streets of Soviet cities, the Valaam dom invalidov was initially a relatively small institution housing disabled veterans and other vulnerable individuals from Karelia. Having established the reality behind the Valaam story, I explore why Leningradgers believed these
rumours and myths, and what these “false memories” and misrememberings reveal about the
treatment of the war disabled in post-war Leningrad. In short, Leningraders believed in the existence
of a mythical dumping ground for the war disabled, because it accorded with their own knowledge of
the state’s coercive practices and their experiences of the treatment of disabled veterans.

Valaam has always been a place surrounded by a miasma of legend, mystery and
mysticism. Monastic communities have been central to Valaam’s history, although the precise
details of when this monastic tradition began have been lost in the depths of a mythical past. Current
research places the foundation of the Valaam monastery as part of the monastic colonization of north
western Russian in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The recently discovered Tale of the
Valaam monastery (Skazanie o Valaamskom monastyre) dates the foundation between 1389 and
1415. The monastery, located on the turbulent borderlands between Russia, Sweden and Finland,
has a rich and complex history. The first monastic foundation survived until the beginning of the
seventeenth century when a war between Sweden and Muscovy forced its closure. Valaam was left
deserted until around 1717 when monks from the Kirillo-Belozerskii monastery re-established a
monastery on Valaam, following Peter the Great’s recapture of the islands in 1715. In 1917 Valaam
was succeeded to an independent Finland, and responsibility for the monastery passed to the Finnish
Orthodox Church. The monastery continued to function until early 1940 when it was evacuated
during the Soviet-Finnish War. The islands officially returned to Soviet control in 1944, and a
religious community was re-established in 1991.

Throughout its history Valaam has possessed a remarkable capacity to attract pilgrims and
visitors, to captivate individuals as well the popular imagination. The medieval monks settling on
Valaam were no doubt attracted by the islands’ natural beauty and spiritual tranquillity. These same
qualities made the archipelago a source of inspiration for landscape painters between the 1850s and
1870s. Shishkin, Levitan, Vasilyev and Kuinzhi all spent time on Valaam depicting its rugged
beauty. Alexander II and the imperial family visited in 1858 as part of a tour of the Russian
provinces. In July 1858 Alexandre Dumas made a similar excursion, finding Valaam’s monastery
the, “first piece of architecture (he) had seen in Russia that (he) found completely satisfying.” In the 1930s Finland began to exploit the archipelago as a tourist destination. By the end of the decade approximately 30,000 tourists, including representatives of thirty countries, were visiting annually. In the late 1950s and early 1960s the islands began to be developed as a Soviet tourist destination. A permanent tourist base was established in the spring of 1967. The islands, accessible by boat from Leningrad or Sortavala, became a popular excursion. Indeed, the presence of growing numbers of tourists on Valaam may have an important source of information about the presence of disabled veterans on the islands, contributing to the solidifying urban-myth. Valaam, declared a national park in 1999, has undergone a remarkable post-Soviet revival and continues to attract visitors. Post-Soviet Russians rediscovering their orthodox roots are keen to visit Valaam’s resurgent religious community. Vladimir Putin, who has personally supported Valaam’s reconstruction, has been a frequent visitor to the island and its monastery in recent years and appears to appreciate its attractions.

For centuries people have attempted to make sense of the history of this enigmatic place through a mixture of myth and legend. When in the nineteenth century attempts were made to produce histories for the many pilgrims and tourists interested in Valaam, the lack of documentary material, meant that local legends and even forged manuscripts became the basis of both popular and scholarly histories. Perhaps the oldest story contributing to the mystical image of Valaam was the legend that the apostle Andrew had visited Valaam and blessed the land for Christian worship. Another popular myth which, “can be found in practically all of the historical accounts on the history of Valaam in the nineteenth century” was that having been rescued from shipwreck by the monks of Valaam, the medieval Swedish king Magnus Eriksson became an orthodox monk, and spent the rest of his life on Valaam. Valaam’s status as a place of mysticism and legend made it the ideal backdrop for new myths developing after the Great Patriotic War.

Historians of Stalinism have long appreciated the value of rumours as evidence. In the early 1950s the pioneering Harvard Interview Project investigated its respondents’ attitudes towards
rumours, as well as other word-of-mouth communication. Robert Conquest advocated the use of political and police rumours in his study of the Great Terror. Writing in the mid 1980s Arch-Getty attacked the value of rumour and anecdote for political historians. However, in the 1990s social historians of Stalinism, with access to newly opened archives, embraced rumours, jokes, gossip, stories and urban myths as evidence. Historians have approached rumours in a variety of ways, reflecting the variety of functions rumours served. In a society where news was tightly controlled by the state’s propaganda apparatus, rumour acted as an alternative source of information. The paucity of official information about Kirov’s murder in Leningrad on December 1, 1934, for example, created a void in which rumours thrived. Historians, particularly of the 1930s, have convincingly argued that rumour functioned as space for the articulation of popular dissent, sedition, protest and/or resistance. The regime’s obsession with monitoring and documenting expressions of anti-Soviet sentiment, which preserved rumours for historians, perhaps explains why this approach dominates writing about Soviet rumours.

Rumours were not simply sources of news or sedition, but also part of individuals’ and collectives’ attempts to make sense of the world around them. This approach to rumour has proved particularly productive for historians of Revolutionary France. Georges Lefebvre’s classic study of rural panic and Bronislaw Baczko examination of urban political gossip both examine rumour as a means of understanding the mentalities of the individuals and societies which generated them. Urban myths about Valaam are an excellent example of what Baczko terms “false rumours”. Much about them is, “false, implausible and fantastic”, but this does not reduce them to worthless anecdotes. As he argues:

“It is a commonplace, too often forgotten, that a false rumour is a real social fact; in that it conceals a portion of historical truth – not about the news that it spreads, but about the conditions that make its emergence and circulation possible, about the state of mind, the mentalities and imagination of those who accepted it as true.”
Stories about Valaam circulated in Leningrad because they were plausible. Ordinary citizens’ knowledge and experience of the Stalinist system and its practices led them to believe that the war disabled could be cleared from the streets and dumped in isolated locations. Furthermore, as Alessandro Portelli has argued “wrong tales” are valuable precisely because of their “errors”. Mistakes, inventions and myths take oral historians beyond facts to explore the meaning of events, enhancing the value of oral sources as historical documents.\textsuperscript{38} Far from rendering the Valaam myth worthless, the discrepancies between the memory and reality revealed by this research prompt a re-examination of the treatment of disabled veterans in Leningrad and its environs. Although the “facts” of the Valaam myth are inaccurate, the reasons for its persistence and longevity reveal wider truths about the social position of Leningrad’s disabled veterans.

Leningrad was a city awash with rumour. Rumours and the oral transmission of information, which had played such an important part in Leningraders’ lives, especially during the blockade, continued to thrive after 1945. Exhausted and traumatized by the privations and horrors of the blockade Leningraders were particularly susceptible to rumour. Material shortages, poor living conditions and widespread social anxieties, particularly about the return of family members from evacuation or the armed forces, created a tense psychological atmosphere in which rumours thrived.\textsuperscript{39} Sections of the population interpreted price rises and food shortages as signs of impending disaster, fearing the advent of war, a second blockade or both. Fears of crime led to rumours of criminal gangs. Rumours of the currency devaluation had circulated before the secret announcement prompting panic and a stripping of the shops. Rumours circulated widely in queues, shops, in workplaces and in public baths. Locally generated rumours were no-doubt supplemented by those imported by new arrivals and returning Leningraders. Demobilized ex-servicemen, in particular, brought with them rumours, and first-hand information, about the material abundance of countries beyond the Soviet Union, as well rumours about the dismantling of the collective farm system.\textsuperscript{40} The extraordinary fluidity of Leningrad’s population, characterized by thousands of people arriving in the
city on an almost daily basis, and uncounted others passing through it, created ideal conditions for the transmission of rumours within and beyond the city.

Rumours that disabled veterans were cleared from Leningrad’s streets in 1946 or 1947 were not formed in vacuum. The Soviet Union had “a well established tradition” of removing marginal groups, such as beggars, tramps and prostitutes, from cities without judicial process, which have become the focus of increasing scholarly attention. Recent research has examined the periodic campaigns to remove socially marginal groups from urban areas. It is now possible to begin to situate rumours, stories and myths about Valaam within a historical context of the treatment of “socially harmful elements”. This contextual material, far from confirming the rumours of street clearances in the immediate post-war period, challenges one of the central strands of the Valaam myth as told today, namely that war-disabled beggars disappeared in 1946 or 1947.

The difficulties of reintegrating retired, demobilized or disabled veterans into civilian society during and after the Great Patriotic War were not unique. Imperial Russia was also confronted with vagrancy, including amongst veterans, and developed a range of coercive solutions, which the Bolsheviks inherited. Between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries disabled individuals frequently found themselves excluded from their communities and deported to Siberia. The First World War, the Revolutions of 1917, Russian Civil War and famine unleashed unprecedented levels of social and economic dislocation, intensifying pre-existing levels of vagrancy. By 1922 nearly seven million orphaned and abandoned children (besprizornye deti) had been created by war, revolution and famine. Although “socially marginals” inundated cities, they were frequently treated as inherited anomalies, which would gradually disappear and therefore required no special action. However, from the late 1920s, as collectivization and forced industrialization brought new waves of beggars, tramps and orphans to cities, new coercive measures were developed. Clearing socially marginal individuals and groups from urban public spaces became an integral part of the Stalinist project to cleanse, beautify and modernize society. As Paul Hagenloth and David Shearer
have demonstrated the terror of the 1930s went beyond a purge of party, industrial and military cadres. Repressive campaigns to clear socially marginal individuals and groups became a routine feature of Stalinist policing in the 1930s.\textsuperscript{48} Passports and residence permits (propiski) became important tools for indentifying and purging unproductive, criminal and marginal individuals.\textsuperscript{49} With the radicalization of policing practices in the 1930s, mass operations rounding up and expelling “anti-Soviet elements” from marketplaces, train stations and districts housing itinerant workers became increasingly important in the purification or urban space. NKVD order № 00192, for example, passed on May 9, 1935, with the aim of targeting “socially harmful elements”, unleashed a mass campaign resulting in the arrest of approximately 266,000 people by the end of 1935, including 26,530 in Leningrad.\textsuperscript{50}

Until recently little was known about the extent of, and state responses to, vagrancy during and after the Great Patriotic War. As Fitzpatrick reminds us; “This is undoubtedly not because the problem disappeared but because the state’s attention was elsewhere.”\textsuperscript{51} Detailed statistics recording the number of beggars were not kept by social security departments.\textsuperscript{52} However, while the government devoted itself to reconstruction and fulfilling the fourth Five Year Plan, the increase in vagrancy did not go unnoticed. A social and economic catastrophe which displaced, orphaned, made homeless and crippled millions of Soviet citizens was bound to leave highly visible traces. As a result of the 1946-1947 famine the number of beggars within the Soviet Union may have reached as many as 2-3 million.\textsuperscript{53} According to Edele; “War invalids formed an important part of the subculture of beggars, vagrants, and small-time con men who lived at train stations, travelled from town to town, begged, stole, engaged in small-scale-trade, and beleaguered state institutions with requests for money and help.”\textsuperscript{54} Until the early 1950s it was a common experience to encounter disabled veterans as well as other vagrants begging at stations, on public transport, at market places, and other public spaces.\textsuperscript{55} Vagrancy, petty criminality and the semi-legal shadow economy all thrived in liminal spaces, through which people were continually passing.\textsuperscript{56} Zima estimates that in the mid
1950s the number of beggars within the Soviet Union oscillated between 500,000 and a million people.57

Although municipal authorities were never comfortable with the presence of so many vagrants in their cities, in the immediate wake of war the impulse towards mass deportations were largely restrained. Persistent beggars appear to have been dealt with by enforcing the passport regime and the efforts of the social-security system rather than the mass NKVD operations of the 1930s.58 Whilst FSB archives remain closed to researchers it is impossible to state with absolute certainly that there was no campaign to round up disabled veterans in 1946 and 1947. Historians, who have searched for it, have found no documentary evidence to confirm the rumour.59 In his examination of beggars, vagrants and prostitutes in post-war Leningrad one historian, with privileged access to closed archives, makes no reference to a decision or campaign to clear disabled veterans from the streets.60

Recent research suggests that post-war operations against beggars were foreshadowed, and partly inspired, by a decree passed on February 21, 1948, by Ukrainian Communist Party Secretary, N. S. Khrushchev. It proposed granting kolkhoz general assemblies in the Ukraine the power to exile delinquents and ‘anti-social parasitical elements’ from their communities. On June 2, 1948, this law was extended to the entire Soviet Union. Approximately 33,000 parasites were excluded between 1948 and 1953.61 It was not until 1951, however, that a more systematic campaign deporting tramps, beggars and socially marginal elements from urban areas was initiated. On July 23, 1951, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet issued a decree “On measures for the struggle with anti-social, parasitical elements.” It sanctioned five year sentences of exile to special-settlements in remote regions for able-bodied individuals arrested for begging who had, “persistently (refused) socially-useful work and (led) a parasitical way of life, as well as tramps, who had no definite occupation and place of residence.”62 Khrushchev’s metaphorical finger-prints were again on the legislation. The
All-Union law had grown out of an operation Khrushchev, now Moscow Party Secretary, had proposed against begging (nishchenstvo) on July 18, 1951, for Moscow and the Moscow oblast.63

Despite the shared use of the phrase “anti-social, parasitical way of life” Zubkova cautions against viewing the July 1951 law as an “urban equivalent” of the June 1948 law.64 The two laws targeted different social groups, one unproductive kolkhozniki the other urban social marginals. Furthermore, the impact of the July 1951 law was much greater. It launched what has been termed “an energetic campaign against beggars” which continued into 1954.65 According to secret USSR Ministry of the Interior figures from February 1954 the law resulted in mass arrests: 107,766 in the second half of 1951, 156,817 in 1952 and 182,342 in 1953. Seventy per cent of these totals were disabled war or labor veterans.66

Like all major Soviet cities Leningrad had its fair share of problems with beggars, vagrants and social marginals after 1945. Leningraders often recalled seeing amputees pushing themselves around on small trolleys, begging or engaging in petty trade. Police reports confirm the picture that Leningrad’s war-disabled were heavily involved in speculation, crime and disorderly behaviour in public spaces. Markets were a particular cause of concern. In August 1945, for example, a police report examining Leningraders not engaged in socially useful work noted that unemployed war invalids were regularly visiting the city’s markets, in order to buy up goods and resell them at a profit.67 On September 25, 1945, Leningradskaiia pravda published a letter to the editor complaining about the neglected state of the Mal’tsevskii market, one of the city’s central markets. Surrounded by heaps of dirt, coke, broken bricks, stones and stagnant puddles, the market, “created the impression (in fact this more than ‘an impression’) that the market has been abandoned to the mercy of its fate, and that neither representatives of the Dzerzhinskii district Soviet, nor the sanitary inspectorate, nor the market administration ever look in (on the market).”68 In April 1946 another correspondent made similar complaints.69 Neglected spaces attracted people on the margins of
society, where they gathered to drink vodka, swear, fight and gamble; behaviour which troubled polite society. The responses of Leningrad’s municipal authorities to the problems created by beggars and vagrants after 1945 provide an opportunity to assess how national campaigns against “social marginals” were implemented at a local level.

Prior to 1948 there is no evidence of targeted clearance of disabled veterans from Leningrad’s public spaces; a situation that challenges the chronological focus of Valaam rumours and myths. It is possible that disabled veterans living on the streets were amongst the 32,865 people in 1946 and 37,681 in 1947 forced to leave the city because they residence permits, but there is no indication that this represented a specific attack on vagrancy. The June 1948 campaign against “anti-social parasitical elements”, despite being directed primarily at rural populations, may have reduced speculation, begging and vagrancy in Leningrad. The surviving records of kolkhoz meetings in the Leningrad oblast, which punished unproductive community members, provide an indication of who fell foul of collective sentiment and why. Demobilized and disabled veterans were occasionally amongst the individuals and families sanctioned for their behaviour. Ivan Aleksandrovich Blokhin, for example, a thirty-three year old demobilized veteran living on a collective farm in the Volkhovskii district worked just 47 labor days in 1948, compared to more than 300 in 1946 and 1947. From the winter of 1947 he substituted agricultural work with the production of small wooden craft items, which he sold at Leningrad’s markets. His forty-seven year old relative Ivan Fedorivich Blokhin found himself in a similar position. His release from the army in 1944, before mass demobilization began in June 1945, perhaps indicated that he was a war invalid. “Since October 1947 he (had) systematically and stubbornly avoided participation in the work of the kolkhoz.” He concentrated instead on cultivating his private plot and selling potatoes, onions and milk in Leningrad’s and Volkhov’s markets. A number of other excluded individuals also made regular journeys to Leningrad to sell produce or milk. The June 1948 legislation may have indirectly prevented veterans, war invalids and others making regular visits to Leningrad. Former
Prisoners of War and individuals who had experienced German occupation were heavily represented amongst the “anti-social parasitical elements”, indicating the continued suspicion and hostility towards these groups.75 Disabled veterans, however, were not the campaign’s primary targets.

Secret documents recently discovered in the archive of the Leningrad City Soviet provide evidence of organised operations against the destitute (nishchi) between March and June 1949. Places where the disabled congregated, such as shops, markets, churches, public baths, and cinemas were put under observation, and the Leningrad city militia was given the responsibility of conducting regular raids “to systematically execute the removal of invalids from the streets”.76 On March 10, 1949, a special communication (spetssoobshchenie) forwarded to the Chairman of the Leningrad City Soviet by the Leningrad city and district militia detailed the results of an operation on March 5 and 6, 1949, to remove beggars from the streets. In two days 501 people, including 54 children, were detained. Of those arrested 320 were resident in Leningrad, 81 were residents of the Leningrad oblast, and 100 had arrived from other oblasts.77 The minutes of a meeting convened on June 1, 1949, to discuss “the struggle with begging in the city of Leningrad” make reference to a further series of raids, which resulted in 406 people being detained in three days. Few were Leningraders.78 Indeed in her report the head of the Leningrad Department of Social Security, T. M. Markelova, was at pains to stress that outsiders were responsible for the increase in vagrancy.79 Between 1945 and 1950 Leningrad’s political elite frequently blamed social problems, such as criminality or the strain on medical services, on the arrival of outsiders.80 In 1948 and the first half of 1949 the number of heavily disabled invalids and elderly citizens in Leningrad increased significantly. According to Markelova disabled and elderly arrivals initially lived and registered with friends and relatives, but after a short period found themselves kicked out and at the mercy of social security organs. Approximately a third of the residents of Leningrad’s invalids’ homes (doma invalidov) had not lived in the city before the war. Indeed, one of the solutions to the problem suggested by Markelova was to strictly limit the number of residence permits issued to invalids and the elderly.81
Despite the language of “raids” and “systematic clearance” it would be incorrect to see these “operations” as purely coercive, and as confirmation of rumours of the disappearance of Leningrad’s streets, albeit several years later than the collective memory suggested. After 1945 the militarization of official language, a process with its roots in the Russian Civil War, had become so routine that such rhetoric was just as easily applied to campaigns to ready buildings for winter, enable spring sowing or for inspections of hostels.82 Operations to clear beggars from the streets, according to these documents, rarely resulted in the deportation of beggars or their placement in residential institutions. In fact the social security administration’s involvement in operations was often to place beggars in the care of relatives or to provide additional material support.83 Indeed, at the March 10, 1949, meeting one official, comrade Pchel’kin, appeared frustrated by the lack of repressive tools available to the social security department: “We are unable to employ repression against those begging. We have to call in their relatives for discussion. To liquidate beggars it is necessary to exile them from Leningrad, but we don’t have the right to do that.”84 When the department of social security had agreement to send beggars back to other regions it often lacked the resources to finance their relocation.85 A number of delegates at the meeting blamed the problem on the liberal attitude of the police towards beggars, and the weakness of police work in general. According to Markelova even when they were dealing with professional beggars, policemen routinely referred detained beggars to the social security organs for placement in residential care, even when they did not need it.86

If the operations against beggars in the spring 1949, and the discussions surrounding them, failed to solve Leningrad’s problem with vagrants, the implementation of the July 1951 law in Leningrad was also unsatisfactory. Although the July 1951 law appears to have resulted in an active campaign against social marginals, the measures taken to eradicate and prevent begging in Leningrad were far from successful. A Leningrad City Soviet Executive Committee report dated December 30,
1952, evaluated the progress of attempts to deal with beggars. It accepted that begging had been far from eliminated, and that it continued on streets and on public transport, in shops, parks, bath-houses and other public spaces. Plans for further actions and ways of dealing with the problem were proposed. Yet according to one historian in the first nine months of 1953 over 2,500 beggars were arrested in Leningrad. Far from having disappeared in 1946 or 1947 Leningrad had a problem with beggars, vagrants and disabled veterans throughout the late Stalinist period and beyond. According to a USSR Ministry of Interior Report sent to Malenkov and Khrushchev on February 20, 1954, Leningrad’s police frequently detained beggars, some repeatedly. There were 2,160 beggars who had been arrested more than five times, and over 100 people arrested more than thirty times. Amongst Leningrad’s most prominent vagrants were two disabled veterans, V.S. Cherepkhov and V.A. Alekseev both in their fifties, who routinely begged in order to fund their alcoholism. They had been arrested nineteen and sixteen times respectively in 1953, and twenty-six and twenty times between December 1953 and February 1954.

On July 27, 1953, Mikhail Petrovich Saponenkov, a serving officer of the Soviet Army and a member of the Communist Party, wrote an incensed letter to the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union; “I ask you to explain to me what can be done in order that in our city of Leningrad people don’t have to observe people asking for alms.” Saponenkov described regularly encountering beggars on Lebedev and Botkin streets, both close to the Military Medical Academy, as well as on trams and suburban trains. Amongst these was at least one disabled veteran, Alekseei Matveevich Brysov a fifty-five year old war invalid who had lost both arms and one eye. The impression created by this letter bears a striking resemblance to an oft quoted letter sent to A. A. Zhdanov by a serving sergeant on July 23, 1947, which described a similar picture of Moscow and its public transport system awash with beggars. If beggars, including disabled veterans, remained a prominent feature of Leningrad’s urban landscape as late as July 1953, the effectiveness of repeated attempts to eliminate or reduce vagrancy in the city should be questioned. Far from disappearing,
the rumours about the forced clearance of beggars indicated, social marginals continued to be attracted to Leningrad, remaining a firm presence in the post-war city.

The second feature of rumours and myths about a campaign against disabled veterans was the exile of disabled vagrants to the isolated and ancient monastery buildings of Valaam. The reality of the institutions established on Valaam in the wake of war, just as with the reality of street clearances, diverged significantly from the widespread rumours and myths. Although a residential home for the elderly and disabled was established on Valaam, the archipelago was not designated as a dumping ground for disabled veterans in the ways the urban myth implied.

Following the Soviet Union’s recapture of the Valaam archipelago during the Soviet-Finnish war, the islands and their buildings, many of which were heavily damaged by bombing, were used for a number of purposes. In August 1940, for example, the Soviet navy established a school for boatswains (botsmany) on the island. An experimental school for ship’s boys (jungi), the lowest pre-revolutionary rank of the Navy encompassing twelve to seventeen year olds, was later attached to this school. After the war there appear to have been preliminary plans to turn former monastery buildings into a sanatorium for paper industry employees. On July 13, 1946, Vechernyi Leningrad reported that builders were working on preparing buildings for holiday makers, as well as the fantastical suggestion that a landing strip was being constructed to allow access to the island in bad weather and presumably when Lake Ladoga was frozen. There is no indication that these ideas ever progressed beyond the planning stage. Archival material pinpoints the creation of a dom invalidov for the elderly and disabled on Valaam in 1950, rather than in 1946 or 1947 as oral evidence suggests. Documents preserved in the National Archive of the Republic of Karelia indicate that a dom invalidov was established by the Karelian-Finnish Council of Ministers on May 5, 1950. In his memoirs Evgenii Kuznetsov, a tour guide who claims to have witnessed conditions in the Valaam dom invalidov and had personal contact with its residents, also makes reference to a law
passed by the Supreme Soviet of the Karelian-Finnish Soviet Socialist Republic in 1950. Once established the *dom invalidov* came under the control of the Karelian-Finnish Ministry of Social Security, whose archive preserves fascinating evidence about residents’ living conditions.

The reality of the institution, and the functions it fulfilled, were very different from the rumours, myths and subsequent interpretation of historians. Thanks to newly discovered archival materials, examined here for the first time, it is possible to begin to piece together the history of an institution, which has been distorted and manipulated by decades of rumour and myth-making. Rather than being created to isolate and segregate disabled veterans rounded up from the streets of Leningrad, and other major Soviet cities, the Valaam ‘colony’ was the product of the consolidation of seven smaller institutions scattered across Karelia. In total 775 patients and 177 employees were transferred from these institutions. By September 1952 Valaam was home to 904 disabled patients and 530 members of staff. According to Kuznetsov’s memoir throughout the 1960s the institution accommodated approximately 600 patients on Valaam’s main island, 80 psychiatric patients on a separate island, and a staff of doctors, nurses, cleaners, cooks and other support workers approaching 600 people. The majority of patients were not disabled ex-servicemen, but rather mentally ill, disabled or elderly civilians. In 1947 the institutions from which the Valaam *dom invalidov* would later be formed contained just seventy-five disabled veterans. Furthermore, in September 1952 a recommendation was made that separate institutions were created on Valaam for the elderly, industrially injured, the blind, the congenitally disabled and war invalids, all offering specialized care. The proposed facilities for the war disabled were designed to accommodate just fifty veterans.

The institution was not located within the Monastery’s main buildings, which had been heavily bombed in 1940 and required extensive reconstruction, but rather a building known as the “Big Hotel” (*Bol’shaia gostinitsa*) built in the mid-nineteenth century to accommodate visitors to the
island and monastery, outside of the monastery’s formal territory. This building had been converted into a commercial hotel in the 1920s and 1930s for Finnish tourists. It also housed the Navy’s training schools for boatswains and ships’ boys. By 1950, however, this building also required reconstruction. Walls had to be repaired, plastered and painted; window frames had to be repaired and re-glazed. The shortage of skilled construction workers meant that the majority of work was undertaken by disabled patients.

Conditions for disabled and elderly patients/residents were every bit as bad as historians have speculated. Shortages of furniture, mattresses, blankets, pillows and sheets persisted until September 1952, and most probably beyond. Washing facilities, water-supply and heating systems were in disrepair, for want of parts and skilled specialists. In March 1953 the Karelian Ministry of Social Security conducted an inspection of the facility, in response to a letter of complaint. The report listed a catalogue of problems. The building was cold and dirty. Hygiene was abysmal, no doubt hampered by the problems of water supply and washing facilities. Beds were infested with lice and cockroaches. An influenza epidemic prevented staff from washing patients for over two months. The resident doctor was hampered by shortages of basic medical supplies and equipment, and was able to provide only the most basic treatment. Mealtimes were particularly chaotic, with fights regularly breaking out between patients. The lack of adaptive equipment made eating a degrading experience. The shortage of cups meant that disabled residents were forced to slurp tea from shallow bowls. The report also recommended that Svistunov, the institution’s director, was dismissed. His earlier reports of improving conditions had been revealed to be fabrications. Nor did conditions improve quickly. As late as September 1960, ten years after its establishment, the Karelian Council of Ministers was still demanding an improvement in leadership, medical provision and living conditions. A month earlier residents had been hit by a mass outbreak of food poisoning, attributed to the unsanitary condition of the kitchen block.
Supplying an island located in Europe’s largest lake, cut off from the mainland by ice for five months of the year, was very difficult. Attempts to grow grain, vegetables and fruit, and to fish met with only limited success.\textsuperscript{109} Most of Valaam’s food supplies had to be brought in. But incompetent planning meant that the \textit{dom invalidov}’s warehouse and shop often contained little more than rye flour, processed fat and sugar. Vodka, however, was always available. It was probably the only thing that made life bearable for residents and staff, and may have even been used as a means of controlling residents’ disruptive behaviour.\textsuperscript{110} In his memoirs Evgenii Kuznetsov recalls purchasing beer and vodka for invalids he encountered on the island.\textsuperscript{111}

Valaam’s isolation also made obtaining equipment and recruiting medical staff difficult. Institutional tensions aggravated this situation. The Karelian Ministry of Social Security blamed the lack of medical facilities on the Karelian Ministry of Health’s repeated failure to send doctors, nurses and equipment.\textsuperscript{112} For its part the Ministry of Health seemed baffled by the entire Valaam project. As Zhuralev, the Karelian Minister of Health, argued in September 1953: “When the decision was taken to organize a hospital (sic) on this island, the reason for this was not clear to us.” He was not concerned about Valaam’s vulnerable residents. Rather, Zhuralev was perturbed that medical facilities were being organized for unproductive disabled citizens whilst ordinary workers on the mainland went without adequate provision. He argued that the money would have been better spent on improving the facilities of the nearest hospital in Sortavalo.\textsuperscript{113} Clearly the organization on Valaam of a \textit{dom invalidov} for disabled and elderly citizens from across Karelia was neither entirely logical, nor did it create acceptable conditions for patients. Although there was much that was unpleasant, indeed reprehensible, about the treatment of Valaam’s residents, the island was not initially intended to house thousands of impoverished war invalids cleared from urban public spaces across the Soviet Union.
Of course it is possible that between its establishment in 1950 and closure in 1984 the Valaam *dom invalidov* underwent many changes. The number of residents may have swelled over time. Disabled veterans who fell foul of periodic campaigns against beggars and other social marginals, and had no families or relatives with whom they could be placed, may indeed have been removed from sight and housed in isolated locations like Valaam. Alternatively, itinerant disabled veterans lacking personal networks or support structures may over time have found their way to Valaam. The spiritual calm, tranquillity and isolation of Valaam, which have attracted monks and pilgrims to Valaam throughout the ages, may have appealed to individuals cruelly shunned by society and wishing to escape the gaze of shocked onlookers. Other institutions across the Soviet Union may have transferred troublesome mutilated or disfigured veterans without ties or contacts to Valaam. However, the number of disabled veterans resident on Valaam may have been much lower than suggested in some versions of the myth. A total of fifty-four names are inscribed on the monument to disabled Great Patriotic War veterans buried on the island, dedicated by Patriarch Kirill on July 10, 2011. According to one report the decision to erect a monument was a response to the accidental discovery of approximately 200 personal files of residents of *dom invalidov*.\(^{114}\) Detailed analysis of the stories of Valaam’s disabled veterans, their backgrounds and how they came to be on the island, can only be made if and when these files become available to researchers.

On a purely factual level the urban myth of the forced clearance of disabled veterans from Leningrad and their exile to Valaam turns out to be highly questionable. The rumours had only the weakest foundation in reality; a *dom invalidov* housing a relatively small number of disabled was established on Valaam and there were attempts to remove Leningrad’s beggars from urban spaces. However, disabled veterans did not disappear en masse from Leningrad’s streets, nor were they systematically rounded up and exiled to Valaam. Although there is much about the myth that is inaccurate, misleading and even ‘false’, the myth itself reveals a different historical truth, providing information about the mentalities of those individuals who believed it and kept it alive through its
retelling. Furthermore, the points of disparity between myth and reality reveal important features about the way in which Leningraders made sense of the post-war world, both at the time and subsequently. Why then did individuals and collectives believe that beggarly war invalids were systematically cleared from urban areas and deported to isolated locations? What was it about the Valaam myth that made it plausible and ensured its longevity?

At its most basic level the myth has been believed because it offers an appealing story, that in the context of a wider understanding of Stalinism makes sense. The story of multiple amputees and disfigured being rounded up and left to live out the rest of their lives in isolated institutions encapsulates the callousness of the Soviet state towards its most vulnerable citizens. If the way a society treats former soldiers, particularly the disabled, is a barometer of its humanity and compassion, then here is proof of how the Soviet Union, hardened by the experience of war, neglected the very citizens it publicly celebrated as heroes.\textsuperscript{115} The Valaam myth has served as a convenient short-hand for the exclusion of Great Patriotic war invalids and the additional barriers they faced to adjusting to post-war civilian life compared to able-bodied veterans, issues which have dominated western historiography.\textsuperscript{116}

For Soviet citizens it was plausible that the regime was capable of a mass campaign to remove “socially marginal” groups such as disabled veterans off the street almost overnight. Clearly, had it been deemed a sufficiently high priority the regime and its security apparatus was capable of such an operation. By 1945 the state had amassed a wealth of experience in deporting large numbers of people across great distances in short periods of time. As Norman Naimark writes Soviet officials had, “learned lessons about how to conduct military-like operations against their own people, using surprise and speed as their most valuable weapons to uproot masses of unsuspecting citizens.”\textsuperscript{117} When deemed necessary whole nationalities, feared as socially and politically unreliable elements in the event of war, could be forcibly cleared from frontier regions. In 1937 Koreans became the
victims of the first ‘total’ forced removal of a national group within the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{118} Between 1939 and 1941 a number of national groups, most notably in Poland and the Baltic States, experienced forced deportations. Finns, Greeks, Romanians, Tartars and Germans were all forcibly cleared from border regions as a preventative measure. In 1943 and 1944 punitive operations to deport entire nationalities in the North Caucuses and Crimea targeted Crimean Tartars, Karachais, Balkars, Kalmyks, Ingushetians and Chechens.\textsuperscript{119} Within a few days approximately 500,000 Chechens and Ingush were rounded up in trucks and deported in sealed trains to Kazakhstan and Kirghizia.\textsuperscript{120} Another of the post-war period’s most enduring rumours and myths, which in many ways parallels the Valaam myth, was the “legend of day X”, a supposed day when millions of Jews across the Soviet Union were to be rounded up and “voluntarily deported”.\textsuperscript{121} If the regime was able to remove entire nations it was capable of clearing vagrants and beggars from its most heavily policed cities.

The pinpointing of the disappearance of disabled veterans from Soviet cities in 1946 or 1947, a common feature of many retellings of the Valaam myth, is significant. These years have often been treated as a watershed by historians; an era of post-war transition and negotiation compressed into a few short years. Several historians place the point when the regime reasserted control over virtually all areas of Soviet politics, economy and society, after a period of limited wartime relaxation, in 1947 or 1948.\textsuperscript{122} According to one Russian historian this moment of transition was so strong that 1947 marked the beginning of a new epoch; the real beginning of the 1950s.\textsuperscript{123} By late 1947 mass demobilization was all but complete. Throughout 1947 and 1948 much of the legislation securing benefits and enhanced status for war invalids and demobilized veterans, passed between 1945 and 1947, was dismantled.\textsuperscript{124} A major currency reform and abolition of rationing was undertaken in December 1947. The normalisation of Soviet trade which accompanied these policy shifts led to a decline in the fortune of post-war black-markets and private trade.\textsuperscript{125} Since vagrant disabled veterans frequently earned their living from the second economy shifts in post-war trade and
consumption may have contributed to the war disabled’s declining visibility in Soviet cities. Against the backdrop of attempts to re-impose Stalinist control between 1946 and 1948 the Valaam myth made sense, and perhaps indicates the significance of these years in popular memory as a moment of post-war transition.

There were other features of the Valaam myth that resonated with Russian and Soviet citizens. Although Valaam was not used as a special settlement for disabled veterans, both the late Imperial and Soviet states exploited other isolated islands as sites for imprisoning criminals, political prisoners and socially marginal elements. Sakhalin, late imperial Russia’s and arguably the world’s notorious penal settlement, served as a distant location for exiling criminals and vagrants in much the same way as Britain and France used Australia and Devil’s Island. The story of the forced exile of disabled veterans to “special colonies” in the far north like Valaam bears striking parallels with the development in the 1920s of the Solovetskii camps of special significance [SLON] (Solovetskii lageriia osobogo naznacheniia) on the Solovetskii archipelago, situated in the White Sea in Russia’s north. The Solovetskii islands are often remembered as the “first camp of the Gulag”. It was here that many of the mechanisms and rules of the Gulag were devised and perfected. Political prisoners, common criminals, hooligans, street children and prostitutes found themselves herded into a concentration camp located in the dilapidated buildings of an ancient cathedral. Rumours about Valaam may well have been informed by an awareness of past developments at both Solovetskii and Sakhalin.

While the Valaam myth was misleading, the notion that socially marginal elements could be abandoned on an isolated island was not entirely fantastical. Similar horrors had occurred in the past. In May 1933 nearly ten thousand “déclassé and socially harmful elements”, deported mainly from Moscow and Leningrad, were dumped on Nazino, an island in the middle of the River Ob in Western Siberia. Nazino was approximately three kilometres long and between 500 and 600 metres
wide, and situated nearly 800 kilometres north of Tomsk. The island contained little or no shelter, and no source of food. The authorities failed to provide equipment and food supplies, apart from twenty tons of flour dumped on the opposite river bank. The situation quickly descended into chaos, as the starving deportees died, attempted to escape, or in extreme cases resorted to cannibalism. The island quickly gained the nick-name “Cannibal Island”. Thanks to a commission of inquiry the Nazino tragedy was remarkably well documented. Investigations revealed that within six weeks of the first 6,000 deportees being left on the island on May 18, 1,500 to 2,000 had died, and several hundred more had escaped. The circumstances in which individuals were rounded up and deported, as well as the groups targeted, were also established. The majority of Nazino deportees appear to have been arrested, as part of a vast operation to “purify” Moscow and Leningrad between April, 27 and 29, 1933 in preparation for the May 1 Holiday. Police patrols cleared large numbers of “socially harmful elements” from train stations, markets and hospices. The homeless, vagrants, the disabled, the blind and the elderly were all particular targets of the impulse to cleanse Soviet urban spaces of polluting individuals. However, peasants escaping famine and dekulakization, as well as innocent urbanites caught without their passport could find themselves victims of the elastic definitions of what constituted “socially harmful elements”. The reality that the Stalinist state had previously cleared undesirable elements from urban spaces and exiled them to isolated islands made the Valaam myth all the more believable. Revelations such as the Nazino tragedy, circulating after glasnost’, may have informed and merged with rumours and myths about Valaam.

The Valaam myth was made all the more plausible by the everyday treatment of war invalids closer to home, and in post-war Leningrad in particular. Although less dramatic than the shunting off of socially undesirable elements to distant islands, disabled veterans routinely faced callous treatment at the hands of officials, bureaucrats as well as ordinary citizens. Disabled veterans did not have to be exiled to Valaam to be marginalized or excluded. Political speeches, official legislation and propaganda campaigns all promoted the notion that war invalids were amongst the best protected
and most respected of Soviet citizens, surrounded by the “care and attention” of the party, state and wider society. Yet, the disparity between official pronouncements and reality struck many individuals. In a letter intercepted by Leningrad’s military censor one war invalid expressed his feeling of being unwanted:

“You hear by radio (that everything) is simply splendid, you think that everyone is pleased to see you, but as you begin (to settle in) you aren’t needed by anyone… it’s all just agitation, in fact there isn’t anything; in general they are just blowing smoke in your eyes.”

I have written elsewhere about the manner in which Leningrad’s disabled veterans were pushed aside by heartless officials and by wider society. The unfeeling and unthinking attitudes of medical examination boards, social security officials and prosthetics technicians added to war invalids’ sense of exclusion. Disabled veterans’ consciousness of their superfluity in a post-war world for which they had sacrificed their health and bodies was particularly poignant. As one war invalid living in the village of Olenino in the Luzhskii district of the Leningrad oblast complained; “For what did we fight and suffer? We came home, and they look upon us like they would a dog.”

More important, however, was the care that disabled veterans encountered in medical and residential institutions in and around Leningrad. The conditions of dom invalidov were reminiscent of those on Valaam. Horrible living conditions were by no means untypical. As Edele writes; “the overwhelming impression one gets from reading archival sources on these institutions is one of utter misery and despair.” In January 1946 a conference of the directors of these institutions met to discuss the heartless treatment of disabled veterans in their care. Doma invalidov were dirty, cold, dark, and in urgent need of repair. Bedding and clothing were rarely washed or changed. There were shortages of the most basic medical supplies, such as iodine and painkillers. Few had sufficient staff to care adequately for residents. Soboleva, head of the Leningrad oblast Social Security administration, was incensed at conditions:
“People don’t live in human conditions, but in cattle-like (skotskii) conditions; and everyone an invalid of the Patriotic War. I assure you comrades that even in the most difficult times of the blockade troops living dugouts on the Leningrad front didn’t live in such conditions as they now live, since they became invalids.”

There were also allegations that the direction of some of these homes has been dismissed and prosecuted for embezzling funds intended for residents. The attitude of staff towards people in their care was shocking. War invalids were treated with suspicion and as little better than thieves, rather than as heroes who had spilt their blood defending the nation. Soboleva and other delegates repeatedly reminded directors of their responsibility towards “living people” in their care.

Conditions were little better in Leningrad’s central hospital for Great Patriotic War invalids, established by a Sovnarkom resolution on July 20, 1946. In August 1946 the local press celebrated the hospital’s imminent opening. The facility was envisaged as one of the largest institutions devoted to the care and treatment of disabled veterans in the Soviet Union. It was to boast the latest Soviet technology, and to have brand new surgical orthopaedic, neurosurgical, maxillofacial and tubercular wards. The hospital was located at Fontanka № 36, a grand neo-classical building in the heart of the city a few hundred metres from the Anchikov most’ and Nevskii Prospect. Rather than providing space for first-rate medical care the building was in a state of disrepair. In mid October 1946, six weeks after the building had been transferred to the hospital, its new director Nikolai Shatalov submitted an angry report to Professor Mashanskii, head of Leningrad’s health department. Shatalov described the building’s condition as “catastrophic”. The roof was so badly damaged that rainwater was leaking through to the ground floor. Only half of the windows were glazed. Shortages of plywood meant that unglazed windows weren’t boarded up. The building’s heating and plumbing systems had not been repaired. The lack of running water was a serious problem for a building intended to have surgical wards and where hygiene should have been a priority. Despite Shatalov’s demands for immediate improvements the hospital was not fully operational for
months. One surviving patient and war invalid painted a depressing picture of care in the hospital. “Twenty to thirty people lay in the ward. Because of the lack of appropriate, effective and modern medicines for the treatment of tuberculosis young war participants (uchastniki voiny) died like flies.” He was struck by his isolation, while being located in the very centre of Leningrad. “I looked with envy out of the hospital window at the happy people boating, while people like me, being ill, had neither chance of recovery, nor money, nor necessary medicine and food.”

If disabled veterans could be so callously neglected in Leningrad, a city at the heart of the Soviet medical establishment, was it not plausible in Leningrad’s collective imagination for the state to be capable of exiling disabled beggars to Valaam?

However, there may have been more prosaic and practical explanations for the disappearance of disabled veterans from public space, which the popular myth failed to account for. First, the war disabled, particularly the multiple amputees upon whom the Valaam myth concentrates, paid an enormous physical and mental price for victory. The life expectancy of heavily disabled veterans eking out a living amongst semi-criminal elements on the streets was limited. Many disabled veterans disappeared simply because they had died. Secondly, over time disability may have become less visible. Prosthetic limbs served, at least superficially, to hide dismemberment, in effect making the disabled disappear. Soviet prostheses, which were frequently poorly designed and manufactured, as well as heavy and uncomfortable, may not have been intended primarily to be a direct replacement for functioning limbs. Complaints about their quality were frequently printed in the national and Leningrad press. As Seth Koven writes; “Prostheses were intended to make it possible for those who wore them and those who saw them to forget the trauma of amputation.” Prosthetics suppressed the memories of war prompted by empty sleeves, eye patches or crutches, and protected late Stalinist society’s aesthetic sensibilities. The retreat of post-war society into a cosy world of rubber plants, pink-lampshades, waxed parquet floors and net curtains, as Vera Dunham has argued, left little room for deformed and mutilated bodies. However, in the light of repeated complaints
about the fit, balance and comfort of artificial limbs, as well as persistent delays in their supply, it is unlikely that their provision was ever universal, especially amongst individuals on the edges of society.\textsuperscript{154} Third, disabled veterans reduced to begging on the streets were not necessarily trapped on an inevitable downwards spiral. Some veterans may have found themselves welcomed into homes and domestic settings, spaces where a degree of healing and post-war recovery took place. Given the post-war shortage of men, a genuine post-war demographic crisis, many women formed relationships with disabled veterans offering an opportunity for reintegration into society. Popular fiction, as Anna Krylova has demonstrated, repeatedly disseminated images of women welcoming home mutilated and traumatized men, and encouraged women to become ‘social therapists of male souls’.\textsuperscript{155} Some women may indeed have offered homes to disabled veterans reduced to poverty. Yet the impulse may not always have been altruistic. There is evidence that some women deliberately married disabled veterans to claim the hand-outs they were officially entitled to.\textsuperscript{156} Finally, and perhaps most importantly, disabled veterans “disappeared” from the social margins, not because of the organised actions of the state, but because they disappeared from the popular consciousness, as ordinary people stopped noticing them.

One of the most appealing aspects of the Valaam myth was that it offered a reassuring explanation for the disappearance of the war disabled. The marginalization of war invalids was the result of the actions of the totalitarian state. This narrative elided the messy complexities of the treatment of the war disabled in post-war Leningrad and the Soviet Union. The myth that a repressive and uncaring state cleared the streets of disabled ex-servicemen distanced ordinary Leningraders from responsibility for the war disabled’s post-war plight. Post-war Leningrad was a tough and unrelenting place, where compassion was all too often at a premium. The weak and vulnerable were all too often pushed aside, sometimes literally, by a society struggling to recreate even the most basic semblance of normality. Post-war propaganda frequently encouraged Soviet citizens to put the war behind them, and concentrate upon the future. Believing that the war’s
wounds had been healed, at least in the short term, required a determination to close ones eyes to the unpleasant legacies of war; bombsites, shortages and mass graves. In this context, disabled veterans were often an uncomfortable reminder of aspects of the war that Leningraders were desperately trying to forget. Rather than being cleared from the streets because they provoked difficult memories, Soviet citizens may simply have stopped noticing or paying attention to the war disabled.

When I began researching rumours and myths about Valaam I had hoped to uncover evidence that would confirm the stories that oral history respondents told about a campaign against disabled veterans. My intention was never to debunk myths and memories which capture the plight of disabled veterans marginalized by a callous state. There is no evidence, although it possible that the opening of closed archives might prompt a further re-evaluation, of a targeted campaign against disabled veterans, or that Valaam was the central dumping ground for victims of such a campaign. Even though these stories turn out to be a “false rumour” they provide a lens through which to explore the mentalities of those people who believed and transmitted the rumour. Given the Stalinist state’s history of the forced clearance of socially marginal groups, the use of islands as punitive institutions, and the generally callous post-war treatment of war invalids these rumours were entirely plausible, and gradually solidified into a widely accepted urban myth. Yet the wider truths revealed by an examination of the Valaam myth turn out to be far more illuminating than the details of the myths themselves. As well as revealing something about the plight of Leningrad’s veterans, the Valaam myth reveals something about the function of myth in Soviet society. Myth was not simply a popular space in which seditious sentiments could be expressed, but also a way of making sense of the world in a society where the flow of information was highly regulated. Although there is an expanding literature exploring the role of myth in Soviet society, more work remains to be done deconstructing myths such as that of Valaam. It is through careful analysis of these myths, even when they bear limited resemblance to reality, that historians have one of their best opportunities for exploring how Soviet citizens made sense of their society, both at the time and subsequently.
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